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The Lancastrian Armament Programme of the 1450s and 
the Development of Field Guns 

DAN SPENCER 

The battle of Bosworth is of note for its use of artillery, as revealed by the 
archaeological survey carried out by the Battlefields Trust from 2005 to 2010, 
which uncovered numerous amounts of lead shot fired by guns.1 It has been 
argued that Richard III may have chosen the site of the battlefield because of 
its potential for artillery, as it was largely flat with only a slight elevation. 
Furthermore that Richard, as a result of his previous military experience, may 
have made use of this technology ‘as a key battlefield weapon’. However, 
gunpowder weapons had been in use on the English battlefield for years prior 
to 1485. The purpose of this article is to trace the origins of field artillery used 
in the battles of the Wars of the Roses. It will do so by focusing on the 1450s, 
as this was a crucial period in the acquisition of guns that would be later 
deployed on the battlefield. The Lancastrian government of the 1450s, beset by 
problems caused by defeat in France and domestic disorder, embarked on an 
armaments programme to build up its stock of artillery. This process can be 
traced by the surviving exchequer and chancery sources; which include a 
detailed set of accounts for the construction of ordnance by William Hickling. 
The article will show that artillery for the field was considered important to the 
military preparations of the Lancastrian government of the 1450s. This was to 
have a significant impact on the conduct of warfare in late medieval England. 

Gunpowder weapons, first used in England during the reign of Edward III, 
had become an essential element of war by the fifteenth century.2 This was 
particularly the case with the Hundred Years War in France, where artillery was 
crucial to the conduct of siege warfare. In 1415, Henry V was able to capture 
the town of Harfleur, in part due to the use of his gunpowder weapons; these 
were later used in his conquest of Normandy.3 In the reign of Henry VI, these 
weapons continued to be used by the English in making further conquests and 
defending territory in France.4 The principle arsenal in England was at the 
Tower of London, which had been the seat of artillery production and storage 
since the fourteenth century.5 Ordnance from the Tower was used to equip 
expeditions to France, such as for the coronation expedition of 1430-1432, and 

1 Glenn Foard and Anne Curry, Bosworth 1485: A Battlefield Rediscovered, Oxford 2013, pp. xix, 
184.

2 T.F. Tout, 'Firearms in England in the fourteenth century', English Historical Review, vol. 26 
(1911), pp. 666-702, esp. p. 669. 

3 Christopher Allmand, Henry V, New Haven and London 1997, pp. 80, 120. 
4 For instance for the 1428 expedition see, The National Archives (TNA), E 101/51/27. 
5 Tout, 'Firearms in England', p. 667. 
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for supplying English garrisons in France, as with Crotoy and Calais in 1436.6
The need for artillery from England was particularly important following the 
resumption of war with France in 1449. In this year and the following, with the 
French rapidly overrunning the duchy of Normandy, extensive efforts were 
made to reinforce the garrisons there with ordnance. In 1449, gunpowder, 
saltpetre and sulphur were sent to the town of Caen for its defence as well 
wages for two gunners; with a further 1,800 lbs of gunpowder and 200 lbs of 
saltpetre sent to Cherbourg in the same year.7 The next year, two guns were 
ordered for the defence of Cherbourg, with further quantities of materials 
including saltpetre and sulphur. 8  However these supplies of ordnance were 
unable to prevent the collapse of Lancastrian France and much of this material 
is likely to have been subsequently lost. For instance, the terms of the surrender 
of Valognes, in 1450, included the handing over of its store of artillery.9

The loss of Normandy also meant that England came under renewed threat 
of invasion from France. In 1449, the inhabitants of the Isle of Wight sent a 
letter to Henry VI to request assistance as they lacked men capable of bearing 
arms and Carisbrooke castle was in a poor state of repair.10 In the following 
year a warrant for issue was given due to the ‘perille that oure ysle of Weight 
standeth in … also the unsuffisance of stuff of ordenuaunce, artillarye and 
habiliments of werre withunce oure castel of Caresbroke’.11 Thomas Vaughan, 
master of the ordnance, was commanded to deliver to the castle a substantial 
quantity of artillery consisting of eight fowlers, six serpentines, twelve organ 
guns and twenty-four culverins with a pipe of gunpowder.12 In addition, other 
military supplies were sent including 100 longbows, 100 sheaves of arrows, 
thirty crossbows, sixty long spears, twenty pairs of brigandines and twenty 
sallets. The communities of the English mainland also required artillery for their 
defence, as can be seen by the donation of guns to Southampton by Sir 
Thomas Kyriell.13 This consisted of ‘diver guns’ which were given to the town 
prior to the departure of Kyriell’s army to Normandy in 1450, where it was later 
defeated at the battle of Formigny. Domestic disorder also placed further 
demands on the ordnance available to the crown. In May 1450, a major 
rebellion occurred in southeast England led by John Cade as ‘captain of Kent’.14

6 Anne Curry, ‘Guns and Goddams: Was there a military revolution in Lancastrian Normandy, 
1415-50?’ Journal of Medieval Military History, vol. 8 (2010), pp. 171-188, esp. p. 184; TNA, 
Exchequer, Warrants for Issue, E 404/53 no. 129; David Grummitt, The Calais Garrison: War and 
Military Service in England, 1436-1558, Woodbridge 2008, p. 26. 

7 TNA, E 404/66 nos. 80, 81. 
8 TNA, E 404/66 no. 177. 
9 Curry, ‘Guns and Goddams’, p. 186. 
10 TNA, Special Collections, Ancient Petitions, SC 8/28/1353. 
11 TNA, E 404/66 no. 216. 
12 Organ guns were also described as ribaudequins. 
13 Southampton Record Office, Steward Books, SC5/1/17 f. 16r. 
14 Ralph A. Griffiths, The Reign of Henry VI: The Exercise of Royal Authority, 1422-1461, London 

1981, pp. 610, 617. 
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The king’s military preparations to counter this included taking ordnance 
provided by Thomas Vaughan ‘in to the feeld’ on June 20.15 This consisted of 
two serpentines, one culverin and seven large organ guns. These were 
transported in two carts, accompanied by an ordnance company of thirty 
gunners, carpenters, smiths and masons, together with ammunition and 
gunpowder. Later in 1452, Richard, Duke of York, confronted the royal army at 
Dartford with an armed force said to have included guns; it is also likely that 
the king’s army possessed artillery.16 By the early 1450s, therefore, the stock of 
artillery available to the government of Henry VI is likely to have been 
diminished, at a time when it was faced by the issue of domestic disorder and a 
potential French invasion. This motivated the crown to invest in an armaments 
programme to augment its stock of gunpowder weaponry significantly.  

Fortunately we have the detailed account of work undertaken by William 
Hickling, which gives us a useful insight into the production of artillery in the 
period.17 This financial document provides an unusual level of detail in giving 
information on the tools and materials used in the construction of ordnance, as 
well the dimensions and sizes of guns (see appendix 2). It is also significant as it 
is the only document of its type to survive for the mid-fifteenth century and is 
therefore a key source for understanding gunpowder weapons of this era. There 
is limited information available on William Hickling, but he was a man of the 
rank of esquire who, in 1441, was described as controller of the king’s ordnance 
in Normandy.18 On 12 May 1453 he was granted a commission by letters patent 
to purvey materials and workmen for the construction of artillery. 19  This 
decision was likely to have been motivated by the desire to equip armies to 
recapture territory lost in France in the years 1449-1451. On 8 June he was 
given £666 13s 4d for this purpose, with a further £24 13s 4d delivered to him 
on 26 July.20 The Earl of Shrewsbury was defeated, however, at the battle of 
Castillon on 17 July and Bordeaux fell for the last time to the French in 
October.21 Despite these events, the guns were constructed by May 1456, with 
a final payment of £61 5s 9d given to Hickling in March 1458.22

In total thirty-five guns are listed in Hickling’s account (see appendix 2). This 
consists of three bombards called the Goodgrace, Henry and the Crown, four 
large fowlers, four serpentines and twenty-four organ guns. The weights and 
sizes of these guns vary considerably which reflect their intended functions. 

15 TNA, E 404/66 no. 181. 
16 G.L. Harriss and M.A. Harriss, eds., ‘John Benet’s Chronicle for the years 1400 to 1462’, in 

Camden Miscellany XXIV, Camden Fourth Series, vol. 9 (1972), p. 206; Griffiths, The Reign of Henry 
VI, pp. 695-96. 

17 TNA, Exchequer, Foreign Account Rolls, E 364/90 m. 4r. 
18 Harris Nicholas, ed., Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy Council of England, vol. 5, 15 Henry 

VI MCCCCXXXVI to Henry VI MCCCCXLIII, London 1835, p. 146. 
19 CPR 1452-1460, p. 74. 
20 TNA, Exchequer, Issue Rolls, E 403/793 mm. 2, 15. 
21 Griffiths, The Reign of Henry VI, pp. 532-33. 
22 TNA, E 364/90 m. 4r. 
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The bombards, such as the Goodgrace, which weighed 22,400 lbs, were 
massive weapons designed to knock down fortifications. Similarly, the fowlers 
were also heavy guns, weighing on average 1,960 lbs, and were likely to have 
been used in the same way. By comparison the serpentines, despite being of 
similar length to the fowlers, were much lighter, only weighing 210 lbs on 
average. The organ guns were also relatively light, weighing on average 338 lbs 
and were only four foot in length. This indicates that the serpentines and organ 
guns, as they fired lighter ammunition, were intended to target enemy personnel, 
whereas the bombards and fowlers were designed for damaging fortifications. 
The types of artillery constructed suggest that the crown intended to use these 
weapons for offensive siege warfare; however the large number of smaller guns 
could imply that they were intended for use on the battlefield (as will be 
discussed later).

The accounts also specify the money expended on the purchase of materials 
and wages of the workmen. The greatest amount, £332 4s 9d, was spent on the 
raw materials and tools, which included iron, steel, charcoal, mallets and 
shovels. The next largest payment was allocated for the wages of workers. This 
consisted of £222 17s 9d given to three men for working on four forges, as well 
as to smiths for constructing the guns. £43 8s 9d was spent on equipment, such 
as anvils, gunstones, wheels and materials for making gunpowder. Further 
amounts of money were given to three officials for their labour for almost three 
whole years, this consisted of William Hickling who received £58 6d, a clerk 
responsible for the accounts £23 18s, and a yeoman employed for the custody 
of the artillery £27 18s. Smaller payments, totalling £4 14s 8d, were made for 
transport costs, parchment and for renting a house at Mile End near 
Whitechapel known as the ‘Storehouse’, where the guns were constructed and 
stored. This set of accounts is significant as it shows that the Lancastrian 
government of the 1450s, despite its financial problems, was prepared to spend 
the large sum of £752 12s 5d on augmenting its stock of gunpowder weapons. 
Therefore by 1456, the crown had made progress in its attempts to build up its 
complement of artillery, although it was to make further efforts for the rest of 
the decade. 

This decision was undoubtedly influenced by the political developments of 
the 1450s. In August 1453, Henry VI was afflicted with a severe illness which 
rendered him unable to rule or even to function. 23  This led to the first 
protectorate of the duke of York in 1454, although by the end of the year the 
king had recovered and York was removed from office in early 1455. 24

However, in May of 1455 York, together with the earls of Warwick and 
Salisbury, resolved to use force to achieve their demands, principally the 
removal of the duke of Somerset from the court, which resulted in the First 
Battle of St Albans. Following his victory at St Albans, York again became 

23 Griffiths, The Reign of Henry VI, p. 715. 
24 Ibid., pp. 725, 738-39. 
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protector, but a lack of political support forced him to relinquish the office in 
early 1456.25 This was the background to the decision by the Lancastrian court 
to withdraw from London to the West Midlands in the summer of the same 
year.26 This was a region which had strong traditional links to the royal family, 
as it included parts of the duchy of Lancaster, and was an area where Queen 
Margaret had estates, such as at Kenilworth.27 The Lancastrian court hoped to 
harness local military resources from places such as Coventry, which had 
expended money on equipping 100 men for the king’s service in 1455, although 
they did not reach St Albans in time to participate in the battle.28

These military preparations also included efforts to procure significant 
quantities of gunpowder weapons. On 21 October 1456, Stephen Clampard, an 
esquire of the king, was paid £5 for his expenses in having transported guns to 
Kenilworth Castle.29 Although it was fairly common for guns to be sent from 
the arsenal at the Tower of London to royal castles in periods of crisis, these 
tended to be transported to threatened coastal regions or to border towns such 
as to Berwick in 1434.30 Therefore the dispatch of artillery to an inland castle 
was a highly unusual and significant move. There is no evidence that works 
were carried out to adapt the fortifications of Kenilworth to make use of 
gunpowder weapons, instead it appears that it was intended as an arsenal for 
Lancastrian field armies. On 21 December John Judde, a merchant of London, 
was appointed master of the king’s ordnance for having constructed sixty 
serpentines and gunpowder to the weight of twenty tons.31 Twenty-six of these 
guns were sent to Kenilworth from London in January 1457, with Judde paid 
£133 8s 5 ½d for them together with gunpowder, saltpetre and sulphur in 
March of the same year.32 It appears that the ordnance constructed by Hickling 
had also been transported to Kenilworth, as he was ordered to make payment 
for the carriage of twenty-one organ guns and four serpentines ‘nowe being at 
oure castell of Kenelworth and taken by Judde unto oure house of oure 
ordinaunce at oure citee of London ther to be stokked and carted‘.33  This 
example illustrates some of the practical difficulties experienced by the 
Lancastrian court in moving itself from London. The West Midlands lacked the 
industry necessary for the construction and maintenance of gunpowder 
weapons. For instance, when the city of Coventry chose to invest in artillery in 

25 Ibid., pp. 741-57. 
26 Bertram Wolffe, Henry VI, London 1981, p. 305. 
27 Griffiths, The Reign of Henry VI, p. 778. 
28 Mary Dormer Harris, ed., The Coventry Leet Book, or, Mayor's Register, Containing the Records of 

the City Court Leet or View of Frankpledge, A.D. 1420-1555, with Divers Other Matters, Early English 
Text Society OS 134-35 (1907-08), pp. 282-83. 

29 E 403/791, m. 2. 
30 TNA, E 404/50, no. 347. 
31 CPR 1452-1460, p. 342. 
32 TNA, E 404/71/1, no. 60. 
33 TNA, E 404/71/3, no. 1. 
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1451-1452, it had to purchase these from Bristol.34 This meant therefore that 
guns had to be moved between London and Kenilworth on a fairly regular 
basis.

Coastal defence was also a concern in the late 1450s, following a French 
attack on Sandwich in 1457.35 In September of the same year, a commission 
was granted to three men to procure guns and gunpowder for the defence of 
Dover Castle and adjacent ports.36 These efforts continued into 1458, with 
Judde paid for the construction of three large serpentines of iron the ‘which iij 
gonnes shalbe of power as ye said Johan saieth to subdue any castell or place 
that woll rebel’, in addition to payment for the placing of artillery upon ‘the see 
coostes’.37 In 1459, the stockpile of guns at Kenilworth Castle was likely to have 
been useful for the Lancastrians in confronting the Yorkists at the battle of 
Ludford Bridge. On 1 December 1459, following the battle and the flight of the 
Yorkist lords, Judde was ordered to seize their artillery, and to survey the 
condition of all the ordnance in castles and towns in England to ensure that 
they were ready for defence. In the same month he was commanded to send 
thirty guns together with shot and gunpowder to Gloucester ‘for the seuretee 
and savegarde of oure saide towne’.38 Further activity occurred in 1460, when a 
John Smith was commissioned in February to take carpenters and other 
workmen for the making of carts for guns to be transported to Wales.39 In the 
following month, Judde was appointed to take workmen for the construction 
of artillery, including bombards, serpentines and culverins, together with 
gunpowder and carts for their carriage.40 It was whilst he was on the king’s 
service in June 1460, that he was killed by rebels near to St Albans.41 In the 
same month the king and council, having learnt of the landing of the Yorkists, 
sent messages that the guns remaining in the Tower of London should be sent 
to Kenilworth.42 At least some of these were left behind, however, as Lord 
Scales used these weapons while besieged in the tower later that year. 43

Therefore, by the end of the 1450s the government of Henry VI had ample 
stocks of guns. Although part of this had been dispersed for coastal defence in 
1459, the Lancastrians are likely to have a sizeable artillery train at the battle of 
Northampton in 1460. 

34 Harris, Coventry Leet Book, p. 260. 
35 Helen Clarke, Sandwich: The ‘Completest Medieval Town in England’: a Study of the Town and Port 

from its Origins to 1600, Oxford 2010, p. 147. 
36 CPR 1452-1460, p. 401. 
37 TNA, E 404/71/3, no. 43. 
38 TNA, E 404/71/4, no. 24. 
39 CPR 1452-1460, p. 604. 
40 CPR 1452-1460, p. 605. 
41 James Gairdner, ed., ‘A Short English Chronicle, From Lambert MS. 306’, in Three Fifteenth-

Century Chronicles, With Historical Memoranda by John Stowe, The Antiquary, And Contemporary Notes of 
Occurrences Written By Him In The Reign of Queen Elizabeth, Camden Society 1880, p. 73. 

42 Harriss and Harriss, ‘John Benet’s Chronicle’, p. 225. 
43 Ibid., p. 227. 
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The Lancastrian armaments programme of the 1450s proved to be important 
in the use of field guns in the battles of the Wars of the Roses. It is likely that 
the English had used guns at the battle of Crécy in 1346, but it appears that this 
was an isolated experiment, as there is no evidence of their use on the 
battlefield by the English again before the middle years of the fifteenth 
century. 44  In continental Europe, guns were first used effectively on a 
consistent basis by the Hussites in the early fifteenth century. They made use of 
‘wagon fortresses’ on the battlefield, which were defended by infantry armed 
with polearms, crossbows and firearms.45 This was to influence other European 
powers, such as Burgundy, which used guns successfully against the army of 
René of Anjou in 1431.46 Later in 1453 at the battle of Gavere, both sides 
engaged in an artillery duel, with the victorious Burgundians using their guns to 
demoralise the Ghentenaars before engaging in hand-to-hand combat.47 It is 
likely that the English were influenced by these instances of firearms used 
successfully on the battlefield. By the middle of the fifteenth century there was 
a clear notion of a distinction between guns for the field and for fortresses. In 
1448, Sir John Falstolf’s advice addressed to the duke of Somerset for the 
defence of Normandy included the provision of ‘ordnance for the field (of) all 
manner of things that belong to the war … as well for the field as for the 
fortresses’.48 Later in 1450, Sir Thomas Kyriell was to have been provided with 
‘ordnance for the field, as in all manner of things that belong to the war’ which 
included guns and organ guns.49

Despite this, there is no evidence that the English used guns at the battle of 
Formigny that year, although the French used artillery against them at the 
battle.50 In the same year, Thomas Vaugham, Master of the Ordnance, brought 
two serpentines, one culverin and seven organ guns to the field for use against 
Cade’s rebels. 51  Although guns ‘for the field’ did not necessarily mean the 
battlefield, as they could potentially be used for sieges, it is hard to imagine that 
the council of Henry VI envisaged using artillery in a siege situation against the 
rebels. This indicates that the English were intending to use certain guns on the 
battlefield by 1450. Further evidence for this can be seen with the twenty-six 
serpentines transported to Kenilworth Castle in 1457.52 These were described 
as being for the field and averaged 200 lbs each in weight, which suggests that 

44 Tout, 'Firearms in England', pp. 671-72. 
45 Bert S. Hall, Weapons and Warfare in Renaissance Europe, London 1997, pp. 107-09. 
46  Robert D. Smith, and Kelly DeVries, The Artillery of the Dukes of Burgundy 1363-1477,

Woodbridge 2005, p. 105. 
47 Ibid., pp. 132-34. 
48 John Stevenson, ed., Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars of the English in France during the 

Reign of Henry the Sixth, King of England, 3 vols, Rolls Series London 1861-1864, vol. 2, part ii, pp. 
593-94.

49 Ibid., p. 597. 
50 Hall, Weapons and Warfare in Renaissance Europe, p. 131. 
51 TNA, E 404/66, no. 181. 
52 TNA, E 404/71/1, no. 60. 
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they were small guns of the same dimensions as the serpentines built by 
William Hickling, and therefore fired shot intended for enemy personnel. By 
contrast, the three large serpentines built in 1458 were intended to be ‘of 
power … to subdue any castell or place that woll rebel’, which indicates that 
they were instead designed for siege warfare.53 This suggests that there was a 
clear distinction between large guns intended for sieges and smaller guns 
intended for use on the battlefield. The decision of the Lancastrian government 
in the 1450s to invest heavily in light artillery, such as serpentines and organ 
guns, indicates therefore that it was keen to experiment with field guns.  

This was to prove influential, as guns were regularly used in the battles of the 
Wars of the Roses. The Yorkists, perhaps in response to the efforts made by 
the Lancastrians, also had their own field guns. They supposedly had guns 
during the first battle of St Albans in 1455, and at the battle of Ludford Bridge 
in 1459, were said to have fortified their position and set carts with guns in 
front of their army.54 However as we have seen, the Lancastrians were well 
provided with artillery at the battle of Northampton in 1460, which was 
deployed in a fortified position, and they were therefore likely to have 
outgunned the Yorkists.55 It is possible that this defensive deployment was 
influenced by the French victory at the battle of Castillon in 1453. In the event, 
the Lancastrian defeat seems to have been due to treachery and poor weather 
conditions, as opposed to any defects in the royal artillery. Following their 
victory in 1460, the Yorkists made efforts to increase their stock of guns, with 
£143 13s 4d allocated for this purpose in December.56 In the same month, the 
duke of York and earl of Salisbury were accompanied by an artillery train in 
their march north, which culminated in the battle of Wakefield.57 Ordnance was 
also used in the other major battles of the Wars of the Roses, such as at 
Towton in 1461, as well as at Barnet and Tewkesbury in 1471. 58  The 
Lancastrian armaments programme of the 1450s was therefore crucial in 
driving the development of field guns; which meant that they were an essential 
weapon on the battlefield by 1485. 

53 TNA, E 404/71/3 no. 43. 
54 Anne Curry and Rosemary Horrox, eds., The Parliament Rolls of Medieval England, 1275-1504,

16 vols, vol. 12, London 2005, p. 459; James Gairdner, ed., ‘Chronicle of William Gregory, 
Skinner’, in Three Fifteenth-Century Chronicles, With Historical Memoranda by John Stowe, The Antiquary, 
And Contemporary Notes of Occurrences Written By Him In The Reign of Queen Elizabeth, London, 1880, 
p. 161. 

55  Anthony Goodman, The Wars of the Roses: Military Activity and English Society, 1452-97,
London 1981, pp. 170-171. 

56 TNA, E 404/71/5 no. 38. 
57 Ralph Flenley, ed., Six Town Chronicles of England, Oxford 1911, p. 152. 
58  Foard and Curry, Bosworth 1485, pp. 58, 146; Hannes Kleineke, 'Gerhard von Wesel’s 

Newsletter from England, 17 April 1471‘, The Ricardian, vol. 16 (2006), p. 9. 
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Appendix 1. A Selection of Entries relating to Guns, in the Original 
English

Editorial practice: capitals, punctuation and the use of u and v have been 
modernised. Abbreviations such as the use of thorn have been silently extended 
and otiose abbreviations ignored. 

E 404/66 no. 181, Warrant for Issue, 23 June 1450: 
Henri, by the grace of God, king of England and of France and lord of Ireland. 
To the tresorier and chambirlains of oure eschequier greting. For asmuch as 
oure welbeloved squire Thomas Waghan, maistir of oure ordinaunce, hath 
purveid as he saith and ordeigned certain stuff of ordinance which the xx day of 
Juyn was broght with us in to the feeld that is to say: Furst, ij serpentynes and j 
culverien with ix chambres and CC shott of stones and lede, the price C s. Item, 
v grete rebawdkyns redy for the said feeld with x chambres, price the pece, iiij li. 
Item, ij gretter rebawdkyns with iiij chambres, price the pece Cs. Item, ij cartes 
for the said ordinance with xxv persones of gonners, carpenters, smythes, 
masons, wayting upon the said ordinance by iij daies, which drawith to the 
summe of iiij li. Item, j barell of culverien powdre weyng xxx li., price the li.  
xx d. Item, ij barelles of gonne poudir conteignyng Ciij li., price the li. xij d., 
which in al ye hole amount to the summe of xlvj li. xiij s. We therfor wol and 
charge you that unto the said Thomas Vaghan ye make gode and redy payment 
or sufficient assignement of the said sume of xlvj li. xiij s. to have it of us bywey 
of aprest for the cause above saide. Yeven under oure prive seel at Westminster 
the xxiij day of Juyn the yere of oure regne xxviij. 

E 404/71/1 no. 60, Warrant for Issue, 17 March 1457: 
Henry, by the grace of God, king of England of France and lord of Ireland. To 
the tresorer and chamberlains of our eschequier gretyng. For as much as oure 
welbeloved servant Johan Judde in the moneth of Janyuer last passed brought 
by our comaundement in to our castell of Kenelleworth xxvj newe gunnes 
called serpentynes for the felde with their chambres weying lijC [5,200] pounde 
weight, price the pounde iij d. Summe lxxij li. xvj s. Also ij hogges hedes of 
sulfur weying xijCxiiij [1,214] pounds, price the pounde j d. ob. Summe viij li.  
ix s. ix d. Also ij barells of gunne poudre weying viijxxxiiij [274] pounds, price 
the pounde vj d. Summe vi li. xvij s. Also vij barelles of saltpetir weying xviijCdi 
[1,850 pounds], price the pounde v d. Summe xliij li. iij s. iiij d. Also a gunne 
called a culveryn, a ball of iren, a ball of lede price xvij s. viij d. ob. Item, for 
cariage for ij carts from London to Kenelleworth xxiiij s. viij d. Summe total’ 
Cxxxiij li. viij s. v d. ob. Besyde a tonne tyght of iren and othre costs made 
upon carpenters and gunners herinne not specified. We therfore in 
consideracon of the premisses, wol and charge you that ye make redy payement 
to the said Johan of the seide summe of Cxxxiij li. viij s. v d. ob. Yeven under 
oure prive seel at our castell of Kenelleworth the xvij day of March the yere of 
our regne xxxv. 

J. Hamond 
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Appendix 2. Summary of the Guns in the Accounts of William Hickling 

E 364/90, m. 4r, Foreign Account Roll, 1455-1456 


